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Tension Monitors on all Haulers Running a Skyline!
A new requirement – and the need for change:
An increasing number of recent incidents report backline machines pulled over, stumps
popped, and/or that ropes and rigging have been broken with the system under tension.
In most cases, the investigation found that system overloading has most likely contributed
to the incident in some way.
Overloading a hauling system is easy to do especially in the absence of a way to monitor
the tension accurately. Some may point to the ‘skyline brake’ and its design to slip as a
safety mechanism. However, skyline brakes have not always proved to be a reliable
method to control and monitor the tension, especially in older machines!

FIPS 8630 28/02/2017 – Rollover!
A drag of stems was buried head first in a steep gully
bounded by native trees and would not release.
The breaker-outs decided to apply more power and
gave the hauler operator instructions. The increase
in power caused extra tension on the system and an
overloading. This tipped the backline tailhold, a
bulldozer, onto its side, damaging a scrub bar and
exhaust.
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Tension Monitors – Cable Harvesting
Tension monitoring devices are not new to cable
hauling, and other industries have used them for
many years. In fact, they have been available here
to hauler operations for more than a decade and
more than 50% of the cable haulers working in the
PF Olsen operations currently have one fitted.
Additionally, some of the newer hauling systems
have tension monitors fitted as standard equipment
from new.
Fitted to haulers, tension monitors mostly monitor
the tension of the skyline and the safe working load
(SWL), however, they provide a number of
additional benefits as well, including:

Using Tension Monitors – What are the Benefits?
 Avoiding overload, prolonging the life of the skyline and avoiding catastrophic failures
– particularly when using carriages or utilising long spans of rope.
 Training new hauler operators – in particular to acquire the sense of and feel for the
load on the system against a real-time display.
 Providing breaker-outs with feedback e.g. optimising the payload for productivity.
 Helping cable hauler crews to evaluate the value of the various rigging configurations.
 Enabling the calibration of the skyline band brake, and…
 More recently, data collection capabilities allow data review and comparisons.

New PF Olsen Requirement… ASAP – 1 July 2017
Tension monitors make good sense and provide a safety and
productivity benefit. Where haulers are using a skyline, it is a
requirement to install a tension monitor, have it calibrated and used.
NOTE: Wireless Tension Monitoring Shackles (shown bottom left), used extensively in the oil and gas industry, have also
been used by logging contractors to successfully monitor guy-rope tensions.
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Slips, Trips, and Falls = Lost Time!
With wet, frosty, slippery conditions just around the corner…
We all need to be taking far greater care, especially where we are placing our feet!
There have been numerous incidents like the ones depicted in the illustrations below –
many involving younger workers, and several ending up as lost time incidents. In
common, the incidents show poor foot placement as a contributing factor, and in some
cases, walking in a place or standing on an object e.g. a slippery stem not in keeping
with good practice. Furthermore, tardy or ineffective injury management has meant
that the injured person has worsened the injury leading to time off work.

Good Practice to Avoid Sprains and Strains!
No matter what age you are or how much you know about walking around at a forestry
worksite, there are some things you should always keep top of mind.
 Start each day with a 10-15 minute warm-up period, taking things easy, adding in a
few stretches/extensions – particularly of calf, shoulder, and lower back muscles.
 Ask for assistance to cut a chainsaw free or for a machine to take the tension off.
 Remove slash and waste wood whenever possible and watch out for vines.
 Walk alongside a stem or a log rather than on top – wear spiked boots.
 Avoid jumping off things and into the unknown.
 Maintain a relaxed stance with both feet on the ground.
 Avoid carrying too much.
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Road Closure – Controlling Traffic

Important Points¹!


Temporary Traffic Controls (TTC) comprise advanced warning signs, direction and
protection signs, and barriers.



The establishment and sequencing of signs aim to:
o Inform road users there is an operation or an incident ahead e.g. tree felling.
o Let them know that there are traffic controls ahead and what type.
o Tell them how to act e.g. to stop, proceed only when instructed, etc.



Closure barriers shall extend the full width of the road carriage to a minimum height of
1m and must be able to be easily taken down and put up again by permitted drivers.



PF Olsen Ltd has a Safe OP – Operational Signage and Road Closure, which contains
additional rules including the following:
o Every person closing a road shall be responsible to monitor the closure using realtime radio communications or with physical checking every 10 minutes.



The Approved Code of Practice (s. 2.11) adds that “…Drivers on roads shall comply with
the requirements of the Road Controlling Authority”, and “...Drivers on roads shall abide
by all road signage.” To neglect these rules risks serious harm for all road users and
invariably will lead to the revocation of the offender’s permit.

¹ Refer to the Competenz – Best Practice Guide for Temporary Traffic Control on Private Forest Roads. NB: This BPG (p. 9)
pictures three examples of unmanned temporary road closures including the industry approved signage components
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